
PACKING LIST (Per person)

1 or 2 casual shirts for dinner or a runner's type nylon sweat suit which are light and 
inexpensive. One for the week.

Fishing shoes. Our boots or possibly an inexpensive pair of non-slip tennis shoes, or shoes 
you don’t like. If you wish to leave them, we wash them up and donate them to the kids in the 
village.

○ 5 pair warm socks
○ 5 pair underwear
○ T-shirts for warmth and long johns if desired
○ A couple of sweat shirts or warm fleece fishing shirts
○ Hat for sun and rain protection
○ Light jacket (Wear on the plane and float plane)
○ 2 or 3 pair of pants to wear fishing. (wear our rain pants over them).
○ Hankies
○ Traveling shoes
○ Belt
○ Toiletries packed in a zip lock quart bag. The lodge supplies soap and shampoo.
○ Medications, Sea Bands or Dramamine if you need it.
○ Camera lots of wild life photo opportunities!
○ Personal flashlight, i-pod with portable battery operated speakers if desired.
○ Gloves for fishing in the rain just in case it rains!
○ Warm PJs the power goes off at 10PM & ear plugs.
○ Driver's license



○ Travel paperwork.
○ Cash for fishing license, snacks at the airport crew tips. Approx  $250.00.
○ Plan on dinner in Ketchikan the 1st night.
○

The lodge provides rubber boots if desired, rain suits and float coats which are comfortable to 
wear on the boat while fishing.

Pack all the above in a soft sided, wheeled carry on. Maximum carry on 
size for Alaska Air is 10" high X 17" wide X 24" long. This is ample room 
for the above list. If you can use a smaller suitcase, please do.

When arriving at the lodge, feel free to bring your favorite mixer & hard 
liquor for your drinks or things that will be consumed at the lodge.  Float 
plane space is limited departing the lodge because of your fish boxes. 
So please pack light. Also, your fish boxes will be checked in as 
baggage on Alaska Air while your clothes can be in your carry on.

Fishing licenses can be purchased at the lodge.

For purchase at the lodge Gift Shop are LOGO water proof soft shell 
jackets, sweatshirts, vests & hats.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call me.

Tim Comer      Call 877-569-7042 Winter      Lodge #206-792-7043 Summer


